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Goal

Identity Federations /eduGAIN

eScience collaborations
What we knew
Access services based on role(s)

One persistent Identifier across community’s services

Easy way to connect to eduGAIN
Key Results

FIM4R
Sirtfi
Assurance work
Other security work
Key Result: AARC BPA
Achievements – Evolution of the Blueprint Architecture

AARC Blueprint Architecture

User Identity
- Step up AuPNI
- Consent
- Authenticated User

Access Protocol Translation
- Discovery Service
- Token Translation Service
- User Trust

Authorisation
- Community Authorisation Policy Repository
- Authorisation Information Flow
- Attribute Information Flow

End Services
- SP
- Other

User Attribute Services
- Reputation Service
- AUP
- AA OTHER
- AA OIDS
- AA SAML
- Attribute Authorities

Community Service
- e-Infra Service

Generic Service
- e-Infra Proxy

Community AAI
- eduGAIN
- Social ID
- ORCID
Key Result: Pilots’ Lessons Learned

9 Pilots/Consultancy

- DARIAH-EU
- LifeWatch ERIC
- LSC
- Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG)
- CORBEL
- HEBUL
- THESCIENCECLOUD
- EPoS

Training

- FIM aspects
- Enabling SPs in OIDC and SAML
- BPA & SaToSa
- Sirtfi and PDK
AARC Continues

AARC Project

AARC Community

Are we done with T&I? –

Tomorrow 16:00 @Woodblock Room
Thank you
Any Questions?

Licia.Florio@geant.org